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CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
RECOMMENDATION 
Recommends approval of the listed CHANGE OF ALPHA DESIGNATOR for the College of 
Information Technology and Engineering: 
1. SED IOI Learning to Drive changed to SFT IOI 
2. SED 235 Introduction to Safety Education changed to SFT 235 
3. SED 280-283 Special Topics changed to SFT 280-283 
4. SED 340 Industrial Fire Prevention changed to SFT 340 
5. SED 372 Safety and Industrial Technology changed to SFT 372 
6. SED 373 Principles in Ergonomics and Human Factors changed to SFT 373 
7. SED 373L Principles of Ergonomics Lab changed to SFT 373L 
8. SED 375 Construction Safety changed to SFT 375 
9. SED 378 Safety Evaluation and Measurement changed to SFT 378 
JO. SED 385 Traffic Safety and Driver Education changed to SFT 385 
11. SED 400 Traffic Law and Enforcement changed to SFT 400 
12. SED 410 Problems and Practices in Traffic Safety changed to SFT 410 
13. SED450 Traffic Engineering changed to SFT 450 
14. SED 453 International Safety and Health changed to SFT 453 
15. SED454 Industrial Environmental Protection changed to SFT454 
16. SED454L Environmental Programming/Sampling Lab changed to SFT 454L 
17. SED 458 Hospital Safety changed to SFT 458 
18. SED 465 Accident Investigation/Reconstruction changed to SFT 465 
19. SED475 System Safety changed to SFT475 
20. SED 480-483 Special Topics changed to SFT480-483 
21. SED 485-487 Independent Study changed to SFT 485-487 
22. SED 489 Process Safety Management changed to SFT 489 
23. SED490 Safety Internship changed to SFT 490 
24. SED 491-494 Workshop changed co SFT 491-494 
25. SED 497 Occupational Safety & health Programs changed to SFT497 
26. SED 498 Environmental Safety & Health Legislation changed to SFT 498 
27. SED 499 Occupational Safety Program Management changed to SFT499 
RATIONALE: 
With the move of the Safety Technology Program from the College of Education to the new College of 
Information Technology and Engineering, the program has decided that a change in the Alpha 
Designator numbers for our safety courses is in order. 
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